Floor Coverings
Flowchart
Is it
Roadstone
Quick Floor
Screed?

Seek advice from
the screed supplier

Has laitance
been removed? [1]
Advise removing laitance in accordance
with the manufacturers advice

Check with the
screed supplier
This datasheet is
intended as a guide to
the steps required with
Roadstone Quick Floor Screeds
in order to ensure that they
are properly prepared to receive
floor coverings. It may not cover all
eventualities and should be used in
conjunction with our other data sheets
where appropriate and where manufacturers
of other products are used the relevant
manufacturers advice should be followed.

Is the
surface sound?
Advise that remedial
action is required

Is the screed
clean? [2]

[1] All screeds and concretes produce a laitance.
Low Laitance screeds are available from some
manufacturers. Whilst these screeds often
produce less friable laitance they should
not be considered laitance free and may still
require some sanding to remove this.

Advise removal of contaminants
likely to affect adhesion

Is the
screed heated?
Has the UFH been
commissioned

Commission UFH

Is the
screed dry?

Apply moisture suppressant DPM
(See note: See also Post Installation Datasheet)

Has the screed
been primed?

Roadstone Quick Floor Screeds are suitable
to receive all types of floor coverings
including tiles, carpets, vinyl, timber and
epoxy resin screeds.

Dry the screed

Is a primer required?

Is a levelling
compound required
Apply levelling
compound

Floor should be
ready to receive
floor coverings

Test the
screed moisture

[2] It should be noted that best practice
dictates that all screeds require lightly
abrading as part of the preparation to receive
bonded floor coverings. This helps to remove
surface contamination, promotes a key for
primers and adhesives and improves and
accelerates the drying process of the
screed after installation.

Apply primer

Damp proof membranes can be used on
Roadstone Quick Floor Screeds subject to
them being unheated, below 1.5% moisture
and them having achieved sufficient strength
to satisfy the mechanical requirements of
the application (minimum 28 days old).
Due to the potential inaccuracies of using
hygrometers at high humidity levels a
direct measurement should be used such as
Carbide Bomb or oven dried sample.
The requirements for primers and primer
types will be dependent on the nature and
type of floor coverings and/or smoothing
compounds to be used.
Preparation for floor coverings should remain
part of the floor coverings contract.
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